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The'Encyclopedia of Jazz, by Leonard Feather. New York: Horizon
Press, 1955. $10. .
~
JAZZ MUSIC IS AN extremely volatile art, hard to catch and even
harder to hold for purposes of static analysis. Essentially spon-
taneous and improvisatory, it cannot be separated from the artists
who produce it. Even in the orchestrated Hwritten" jazz of today,
it is the musician al)d not the music that provides the essential jazz
elements. From the same notation, the same written arrangement,
the jazz musician and the non-jazz musician will produce identifiably
different music. That difference lies in the jazz musician's legacy of
special techniques and effects in rhythm, phrasing, and intonation
developed and extended through some fifty years of jazz improvisa-
tion, and in the jazzman's intensely personal approach to the music
he plays. Every jazz artist has an opportunity-indeed, a responsi-
bility-to place the stamp of his own personalit}· and musical expres-
sion on his art. There are no legitimate carbon copies in the field,
only a progressive series of jazz originals. The- Encyclopedia of Jazz,
compiled and written by Leonard Feather, is the first full catalog of
that series.
Not that this volume is the last word. Jazz is too dynamic and
elusive to be hog-tied in encyclopedia form, and Feather-despite the
book's title-knows his subject well enough not to try it. Louis Arm-
strong has put it more colorfully: "When it comes to telling stories
about jazz and the men who have made it, Leonard Feather is my boy
. . . he is one cat that really knows what's going on." While Feather's -
attractive reference work includes sections on the history and tech-
niques of jazz, an annotated list of basic jazz recordings, a selected
,bibliography, and other related information, the bulk ofhis volume is
a thorough dictionary of jazz biography. By collecting individual bio-
graphical (and musical) data about 1065 jazz personalities and sup.
plementing these with 200 photographs of jazz musicians in their own
settings, Feather's book surrounds and defines its subject more suc-
cessfUlly than any previous single volume on jazz.
Among American publications in the field (Feather points out in
, his section titled "A Brief ~istory of Jazz" that it was not until 1939
106
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that any American publisher deemed this native art form worthy of
a documentary book) the richest material has come in the form of
jazz biography. Critical and historical surveys of jazz, whether they
attempt technical analysis like Winthrop Sargeant's Jazz:' Hot and
Hybrid, sociological criticism ,like Sidney Finkelstein's Jazz: A
People's Music, or interpretive history like Barry Ulanov's A History
of Jazz in America, have contributed valuable opinion and documen-
tation, but someho\V, they fa:i1 to evoke the soul of the art....and of the
artist..The reader who wants to know jazz rather than to know
about jazz must turn to the autobiographies of the performers-
to Louis Armstrong's Satchmo, Wingy Manone's Trumpet on the
Swing, Eddie Condon's We Called It Music, Hoagy Carmichael's
Stardust Road, Mezz Mezzrow's Really the Blues, or perhaps best of
all for the short course the anthology edited by Nat Hentoff and Nat
- :Shapiro, Hear Me Talkin' to Ya-the Story of Jazz by the Men Who
Made It. These entertaining and candid books reveal the distinctive
point of view of jazzmen in their own rich idiom. They display their
intense devotion to their art~ their lack of inhibition, their pervad.
ing sense of the, comic, their intuitive approach to things essential
in life and in art, and their lack of self-conscious analysis except as-
it applies to self-expression through their music. Impiicitly, they
chronicle more surely than any academic study could the nature,
the history, the sociology, and the spirit of jazz.
A good measure of the authenticity of spirit in Feather's Encyclo-
pedia of Jazz is the cQntmuity ~nd rapport that carries from Duke
Ellington's discursive reminiscing in the foreword to Feather's orderly
essay on the history of jazz, his technical analysis of the music, and
the thousand-odd biographical sketches. '
The volume maintains a consistent and appropriate tone through-
out, in spite of the fact that it is meant to satisfy layme;ll and spe-
cialists alike. Information is provided at every level of approach. In
his technical analysis of jazz, for instance, Feather offers this elemen-
tary observation-so essential and basic that the jazz spokesman often
neglects to point it out: "The concept of treating a song in terms of
a chord sequence rather than basing improvisations _on its melody
has often proved hard for jazz novitiates to understand. 'Where's the
melody?' they will cry, not realizing that the jazzman is neither play-
ing the melody nor departing from it. He is merely using the har-
monic bones of the tunc, rather than the melodic flesh, as ,a point of ,
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departure." Elsewhere in this same section can be found a· discussion.
of the effects of rubato in jazz and a reproduction of an excerpt hom
a modem jazz orchestration scored by Pete Rugolo for twenty-one
pie~s. -
The in~emational significan~ of American jazz has 'long been'
neglected, but to the reader of Feather's book it is inescapable. His
section on the history of jazz points often to the early appreciation of
the art in Europe and the lag in serious attention given it at,home•.
His biographies and photographs include musicians from all over
the world. Feather, who came to New York in 1935 from Lcmdon,
where he was born, is personally aware of the high regard for -¥neri-
can jazzmen in Europe, where our touring jazz units have been'given
enthusiastic reception for years. An encouraging corollary of this is
the steady increase in the number and quality of foreign jazz musi- ~
cians. England, France, Belgium, Holland, Germany,. Switzerland,
Italy, the Scandinavian countries, Australia, and even Japan all have
./
excellent jazz musicians whose background and training in the art
have come almost exclusively from the recorded jazz of America. And
they obviously understand what they have heard better than most
Americans do. Lite·rature on jazz has been flourishing abroad since
the nineteen-twenties. In Feather's bibliography of periodicals deal-
ing directly or indirectly with jazz today, five United States entries
are listed as against fifteen published abroad.
The most important contribution of F~ather's book, however, is
its biographical dictionary. Here, although each is in miniature, are
the stories of all the men-and women-who have created and are
extending dIe world of jazz. Together they make a fascinating, read-
able compendium that provides much of the same insight and color
one finds in the full-length autobiographies of jazzmen.
If anyone still needs noti~ that jazz is a full-blown art, distinc-
tively American in its inception, character, and personality but
world-wide in its appeal and recognition, The Encyclopedia of Jazz
should settle the matter.
EDWARDLUEDERS
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JA.MES JOYCE A.ND THE COMMON READER1 by William Pow-
ell Jones. Norman: University of Oklahoma Pressl 1955. 168 pp.
JOYCE HOPED FOR an ideal reader-one preferably with an ideal
insomnia. William Powell Jones' "common reader" is not such a per-
son. On page g8, explaining why he will restrict himsclf to detailed
analysis of merely three episodes-of Ulyssesl the author remarks that
"there is a limit to what the common reader will bear." Acting on
such an assumption, Jones strips joyce's work to a series of skeleton
plot summaries and thereby s,:!cccedsin "addressing himself to no
audience at all. Joyce himself, in spite of his desire for as many
appreciative readers as possible, realized the impracticality of en-
couraging them to ascend the foothills of h~ literary mountains if
they were not willing to attempt the steeper climb. "Please stop if
you're a B.C. minding missy, please do. But should you prefer A.D.
stepplease." Joyce knew that he could never ap~al to the .reader
interested merely in plot. The hope of Mr. Jones to widen joyce's
circle of readers is commendable, but by his synopses he is not likely
to accomplish his purpose.
If this book had been written before Levin, Budgen, Gilbert, Kain,
Smith, and Duff issued their own studi~s, in the thirties and forties
when the first faltering guides to joyce's works were appearing, it
would have served a use·ful purpose for all types of readers. Sch~lars
anxious for aclue to the labyrinth would have been grateful for the
enlightened plot summaries which, especially for Ulysses, the author
provides. At· the same time, laymen attracted by the notoriety of a
"dirty" book would have been set straight: they would have dropped
Ulysses in disappointment o! gone beyond the limits set for the com-
mon reader by Mr. Jones to a real understanding of Joyce's accom-
plishment. Coming in the mid·fifties, however, when specialists no
longer require such aid (and Mr. Jones very honestly points out this
circumstance), the book must make its appeal to those who do not
know JoyCe and yet would like to.
In my experience, except for an occasional convert here and there
in the mature world of affairs, Joyce's important works are of con-
.cern mainly to bright young college students and graduates eager to
sample what has meant to them hitherto merely a controversial
name. It is this group precisely which must be guided skillfully into
the works of a brilliant, complex,and difficult author. Mr. Jones'
book is, I think, not ideally suited to sud! an audience.
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It is impossible to discuss the value of joyce's work without admit-
ting the reader-.even the common reader-to his symbolic content,
his richness of allusion, and the complexity of his mosaic. patterns.
The author himself, in his preface, defines his common reader as
"intelligent" and "willing to work in order to understand any piece
of writing that is worth the effort:' Surely, intelligence and delib-
erate application to a literary problem are capable of going beyond
plot summaries to the rich core of .an intricate work. Indeed, there is
danger in suggesting to college students, for instance, that the im-
portance of Ulysses or of Finnegans Wake or even of a story of Dub-
liners centers principally about the narrated events of each episode.
Since there is a strong tendency on the part of students to report the
"message" or the plot of a book as the meaning of that book, a guide
which stresses page by page detailing of external action may too easily
convince a student that there is no need to take a second look at
elements more significant.
Mr. Jones makes it quite clear that there are deeper levels to
Joyce's later works, and, as he has every right to do if he wishes, that
he chooses not to discuss these levels in this book. But I think that,
perhaps quite unintentionally, his offhand references to complex.
analyses of these literary depths are at best slighting and at worst
contemptuous. The author, an intellectual and a scholar of note,
seems to assume a posture of anti-intellectual camaraderie with his
"common" reader in order to qualify as a regular guy and thus en-
tice the timid to be like him and read JoYce. On page 108 he pro-
poses to "rescue [italics mine] the reader of Ulysses from such elabo-
rate exegesis" as the. critic A. M. Klein provides. Other standard
writers on Joyce he labels "dangerous" or "confusing:' Constantly
worried about how much his audience can "bear," he succeeds, it
would seem to me, in convincing the lazy or inept reader that Joyce
and the critics are at fault; and in alienating the alert and ambitious
reader, chary Qf condescension. A writer may decide not to discuss
symbolism, say, but he ought not to make fun of what he omits in
order to appeal to readers who know little about the subject.
Perhaps the publisher is at fault for speaking of the book, on the
jacket, as a "study of the complete works of James Joyce:' Eight
short and general pages on Finnegans Wake scarcely constitute a
glance. Nor is it enough to offer as a complete analysis of "The.Sis-
ters" the not very helpful comment that it is "a boy's first experience
5
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with death." Even the common reader could not fail to be aware of
this from a casual reading of the first page of the story. And since
A Portrait of the Artist resembles scores of other modern novels of
adolescence on its surface, there is a serious question whether the
aut!J.or .should not have made available to his readers at least a
digest of exegeses by such writers as C. G. Anderson, who try to ex-
plain the distinctiveness ofJoyce's attempt.
Mr. Jones has ,many good things to say. His short account of
r .
Joyce's use of words and his analysis of the comic element in Ulysses
are both enlightening. If there is a "common reader" of Joyce, and
if he is able to keep his balance as he threads his way through this
guide, he will pick up some useful information.
MARVIN MAGALANER
The Sorrows of Travel, by John Breon. New York: G. P. Putnam's
Sons, 1955. 250 pp. $3.50 •
JOHN BREON, WHO TOOK his discharge in France following World
War II, writes of those young Americans who stayed on after the war,
or hastily beat their way to Paris afterwards, to be in on the art~tic
revival which they felt sure was immanent. They had thrilled to The
Sun Also Rises, they studied Malcolm Cowley's ExUe'sReturn as
.collateral reading in literature courses in college, and some 'ot them -
the more ambitious - had probably written term papers about
transition. It comes as no surprise to learn that the ferment they.
expected turned out to be rather heavily watered vin ordinaire, but
here at last is an eyewitness report on it. Mr. Breon is the man; he was
there; he suffered.
Whatever the virtues of this first novel as art - and they are con-
siderable - The Sorrows of Travel is important social history. Surely
the author had no intention of presenting a representative group of
, Americans in Paris; yet, to an extent, they are that.
Chuck is a cripple who lost his leg in no romantic foray at the
front but in a humiliating adolescent hot-rod accident at home. The
kind of childhood that might have made possible his own self-
recognition had been denied him; America had given the poverty-
stricken boy nothing to cling to, but perhaps in Paris, in an artificial
world lovingly constructed and maintained by his friend Paul, he
could find his place in a reasonably satisfactory society.
Paul, a composer of some talent, is the only one of the-group'who
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works at his art as much as he talks about it, though not a little of
Paul's creative ingenuity is directed to furnishing the room with flea-
market objets d'art to amuse his friend. Livia, in love with the mem-
ories of love, is wealthy but hides the fact of her wealth as well as
she can. She is nonetheless a major financial buttress of Chuck's and
Paul's world. George, who vainly loves Livia, is a would-be writer
but appreciates the comforts of a decent standard of living more, ~d
- consequently contents himself by translating third-rate detective
novels. And Henry the Existentialist, bumbling both as a writer and a
man; Eunice, more French than the French themselves., reducing
all experience to entries in her card catalog; Albert, whose feline
machinations keep the plot simmering; and an assortment of weird
poetesses and sculpturesses; There they are, brought into focus by
their life together in the < moldering Hatel Gallia, in a Paris where
it is always night and the rain never stops faIling.
The narrative thread of the novel has to do with the beautiful
though sexually oblique friendship of Paul and Chuck, and the
unsuccessful attempt of the whole group to restore Chuck to psychic
wholeness by enabling him to overcome the handicap of his mis-
sing leg. If Chuck's amputation calls up memories of Jake Barnes'
"peculiar wound," the consequences of the psychic cicatrix are some-
what different. Livia may manufacture pornographic cuff links for
the titillation of tourists, but she is a perfect substitute mother for
Chuck, and she and Paul together manage to provide a room on the
top floor of the Hotel GalHa that is a reasonably satisfactory surro-
gate womb. Chuck's rehabilitation is at least conceivable in an en-
vironment of wooden angels, bare-breasted harpies, and tall carved
gryphons - furniture as much of the mind as of the room, for the
articles arc the sort that take on private meanings and acquire virtue
by association. But all hope· for his, salvation is lost when Albert,
an obscenely overt homosexual, descends upon this pleasantly whacky
group and upsets the delicate personal relationships that have been
so carefully poised, by insinuating that Chuck is an albatross to
Paul's developing talent. In the end Chuck shoots himself, and,
dragging his bleeding body all over Paris, surely takes longer to die
than any hero outside Elizabethan drama.
We wonder why the story takes place in Paris at all. The people,
the events, even the locale (a Parisian cafe is not so very different from
a campus drugstore, if the novel is to be believed) could be duplicated
7
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in Paul's home town, Randall's Falls, Illinois. Much .of the purpose
of the novel, however; is to demonstrate just that. These ~ople are
not a lost generation;' they are a misplaced generation, misplaced
more in time than in space. George tells Livia that their Paris is
a "leftover version" of the 'twenties•. They arelftwenty~fiveyears too
late! Still hoping to Hower 'once again in faded names .and.empty
Coupoles." While others of their generation are at .home, purpose-
fully climbing the rungs Qf a<l,v~ncement in anonymous corporations,
living contentedly in their split-level houses, complacently buying
life insurance, and happily unaware that tbey are a Beat Genera-
tion, these young Americans in Paris are learning the hard way that
"there are no people on earth as provincial as the new expatriates;
illey never leave the provinces behind." They learn that
'file protests are cIich~s; the literati, except for their clothes and haircuts, .
,are indistinguishable from the live-wires at a church ~al.Whatever Paris
may be, the final experience has become one of slow -w,lthdrawal from it-
ftrst to restaurants more and more like places back hhme, then to hotels
perhaps distant but at I~stwhat hotels are supposed to be, and throughout
all of it there is a continual reorganization of posse$sions until finally, with.
locked trunks standing beside them on the dock" it's all over - they are
reatiy t6 go home. If there is any longer a story of Americans in Paris, it is a
Midwest Story, an Ivy League Story or a Hollywood Story. There is no
Paris Story any more. .
- Mter such knowledge,. what forgiveness? Surely the melodramatic
end of Chuck is false to the premise of the novel, however true it may
be to the author's unarticulated desire that the Paris experience have
real meaning, which his own clear understanding rejects. Now that
he has written out his Sonows of Werther, Mr. Breon can be ex-
pected to' turn his impressive talent to subjects nearer home;, and
his wit, his grace, and his sympathy should produce memorable
results.
CHARLES BOEWE
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Modern Homesteaders. The Lile of a Twentieth-Century Frontier
CommunitYI by Evon Z. Vogt. Cambridge: Belknap Press.of Harvard
University, 1955.232 pp. $4.25. .
MODERN HOMESTEADERS is a report on the Texas homesteader
culture which coexists with four other cultural groups in a relatively
smaIl ecological area in western New Mexico. The other four cul-
tural groups are Navaho, Pueblo Indian, Spanish-American, and
Mormon. Each group has developed and continues to maintain its
distinct value system. All five groups have been studied in a field
study initiated in the summer of 1949 by the Laboratory of Social
Relations of Harvard University. The project was financed by the
Social Science Division of the Rockefeller Foundation.
While Modern Homesteaders deals primarily with the Texas home-
steader culture, some comparisons have been made with the other
cultures in the area. Subsequent publications on the Homesteaders
and on the other cultures are intended to provide a more complete
p~cture of the comparative values in the five cultural groups.
The author moved into Homestead (a fictitious name for the vil-
lage center of the community studied) with his wife and three chil-
dren in October 1949, stayed there until September 1950, and re-
turned again in the summers of 1951 and 1952. During the period
1949 to J954, numerous other field workers were ~ngaged in research
on the project. However, this report covers for the most part the full
year in 1949-1950 during which the author lived in the community.
Homestead is a small pinto-beanfarming community. The produc-
tion of beef cattle is emphasized on some farms, but ..the more typical
pattern is a focus upon pinto beans, with some acreage devoted to
corn and winter wheat, and with a milk-cow, a few hogs and a few
chickens for home consumption only. The land which is not de-
voted to cultivation is either pasture for the livestock or woodland."
The community was founded in the early 1930's by families from
the South Plains region of western Texas and Oklahoma. The origi-
nal settlers were part of the vast westward migration from the South
Plains during the period of national depression and drought condi-
tions which prevailed during the early 1930'S. Most of the migrants
went to California, but some stopped in New Mexico to ~ettle in a
number of semi-arid farming communities in the northern and west-
ern parts of the state. Homestead is one-,;of those communities, and
one of the few to survive the vicissitudes of nature, the depression,
9
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and the attraction of economic alternatives. During the two-year
period from 1930 to 1932, eighty-one families arrivetl and filed upon
homesteads. Since then, an average of three families per year have-
arrived and an average of five families have left each year so that in
1950 there were 61 families consisting of 232 individuals residing in
thecommunity.
Modem H omesteadcrs is the story of these people. They came to
New Mexico, not merely because of the depression and the adverse
agricultural conditions in the South Plains, but also because of the
pr<?mise of an opportunity to establish -permanent family-owned
farms on which they could achieve an independence that had· not
been possible in the area from which they came. It is the story of how
the hope of mastering nature and a boundless faith in the future have
been motivating factors in the continuing attempts to maintain an
agricultural econoIJlY that frequently is nat profitable, and a way of
life that appears to be doomed by the very values that prompted the
settlement in the community in the first place.
The thesis of the book is that
a duster of the crucial value-orientations had a positive effect on the settle-
ment and early development of the community, but that the continued
(and almost compulsive) adherence to aspects of these same value-
orientations in the face of a.changing environmental and economic situation
is now contributing to the transformation of the community. In other words,
the situation, in both its environmental and general economic aspects, has
altered in recent years, but the value-orientations have no~ changed propor-
tionately. Further, the values whiclt were appropriate for the original settle-
ment and early sutVival of the community are now inappropriate for its
continuing development.
Value-orientations which Vogt finds as having been and still are
being emphasized are individualism, hopeful·mastery over nature,
and living in the future. These vahle-orientations were a part of the
'Cultural tradition of the South Plains region from which the Home-
steaders had migrated and stimulated the kind of pioneering activity
that led to the settlement and early development of the community.
The tragedy is that these value-orientations have persisted in a new
geographical and cultural setting and in spite of recent changes in
the environmental and economic situation.
The cultural setting into which the Texas homesteader moved was
one of diversity. The Homesteaders found themselves neighbors of
Pueblo and Navaho Indians, Spanish-Americans, and Mormons.
10
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Each group had values differing from those of the Homesteaders.
Instead of values being transmitted, what happened was the develop-
ment of attitudes of group superiority and inferiority on the part of
the Homesteader toward the other cultural groups-attitudes of
superiority toward the Indians and the Spanish-Americans·and atti-
tudes of inferiority toward the Mormons, the ranchers, and the world
at large. .,
Not only did the value-orientations persist in a new cultural
setting, but they have persisted in the face of drought and depletion
of the soil from.the wind erosion and such economic aspe.ctS as the
rise to pOwer of encroaching cattle ranchers, and the work opportun-
ities outside the community_ This changing environment~~ ,
nomic situation is one which should have stimulated .change in
existing value-orientations, but instead the Homesteaders have clung
to the old values which may have been logical at one time but which
now are illogical. The conclusion that Vogt reaches is that
precisely because the Homesteaders in their finn attachment to their values
do not take cognizance of the ecological and economic situation, the dreams
of the community's founders will not be fulfilled and Homestead will never
"become a city like Plainview, Texas." Instead of changing from a farming
village into a metropolis as the founders envisioned (and as the younger
generation still hopes), the community is in the process of becoming a
settlement of widely scattered ranches. This process is likely "to continue to
the point where the community will be too imall to support its service center
ofachools, churches, and stores. Indeed, there is the possibility that the
community as such will disappear altogether as the ranchers continue to buy
up the land, and eventually the "big ranchers" may graze cattle in the streets
of Homestead - a frontier community which started out with such big
dreams of its future.
The report is an attempt to understand the course of events· in
Homestead in terms of values, and both the presentation and the-
oretical treatment therefore are somewhat unique. On the whol~, it
is a refreshing change from the usual community analyis. Further-
more, the central theme has resulted in an integrated report. The
reviewer also feels that~ the field work on the study is participant
observation at its best.
The findings which'Vogt reports should be of mudl,interest and
value to sociologists. Apart from the emphasis on value-orientation
and the methodology and presentation, much sociological informa-
11
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tionis presented about a rural community in the early stages of its
development. It would be interesting to know what place such values'
~ Vagt discusses might have had in rural communities of an earlier
period-both those that survived and those that did not.
SIGURD JOHANSEN
I AM ABOUT to do something completely unjust-review a book not
only in terms of what it does, and does well, but also in terms of
what it does not do and does not pretend to do. For this I beg Pro-
fessor Vagt's pardon in. advance. He has written a clean, lucid, and
careful book, and it is not his fault if other people, including some
people .in his own field, have suggested uses for it that I do not think
it can live up to.
The six-year study of five New Mexico cultural groups which was
begun in 1949 under the direction of the Laboratory of Social Rela-
tions of Harvard University is one of the most elaborate of its kind
ever undertaken. It has proposed to examine the value systems of
Navaho, Pueblo, Spanish-American, Mormon, ,and transplanted-
Texan communities existing close together in western New Mexico;
the purpose has been to try to expose the roots of community and
cultural difference where the ~nvironment is comparatively uniform
and hence comparatively controlled. The dozens of scholars who
have worked in the various communities over. a period of years have
traded information, methodologies, criticism, and insights from the
beginning, and their collective work, keyed to a single theme, is
certain to be a monument in cultural anthropology. Modern Home-
steaders is one of the first studies to be published as a trade book.
It is a portrait of the settlement here called .Homestead, a dry-
farming community homesteaded in the 1930'S by families from the
Texas Panhandle. They came with a system of beliefs, prejudices,
superstitions, acceptances, and assumptio~derived from the exper·
iences of many generations of frontiers. Professor Vogt's interest is
less in where the existing value system came from thanin what hap-
pened to it; that is to say, his bias is more sociological than historical.
He is very clear on what has happened to the value system of these
Texans: with only slight yielding to the pressure of new,conditions,
it has stayed what it was thirty years ago. The clusters of values and
beliefs that Professor Vagt calls "value orientations" are not simply
random by-products or "dependent variables," but lenses through
which the members of a culture view their world. Far from be·ing
12
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pr.Qducts, values seem in Homestead to have been the shaping force
of the community. Most historians and s~udents of literature would
have guessed this conclusion in advance, but it is pleasant to have
the guess corroborated. This is what Vergil meant: InfeTTitque deos
in Latio.
"Value orientations" imported from the Texas Panhandle have
conditioned Homestead's methods of farming as well as the special
forms of modernization and mechanization it developed. They have
moulded family life, recreation, religious observances, racial and
color prejudices, even the quality of the aspirations of Homestead's
youth. The characteristic optimism in the face of repeated crop fail-
ure, the local boosterism that persists through gradual decay and
gradual alteration of the economy from bean farms to large ranches,
the superstitions with regard to water-all these will be very familiar
to anyone who has read John Wesley Powell or Walter Webb, or
observed how stubbornly wet·country institutions have tried to make
their way in the arid West. Such a belated dry-farming frontier as
this is a very fine laboratory in which to study the bull-headedness of
human habits.
Modern Homesteaders should properly be reviewed by a sociologist
or anthropologist, to whom the homesteaders' almost pathological
individualism, "atomistic" social order, and faith in the future of
man's ability to master it, will suggest considerations more profound
and scientific than they suggest to me, a layman. My own reaction is
so completely persuaded as to be uncritical; I believe this to be a very
accurate and careful picture of the Homestead community and in
particular of the value-orientations 'that select, regulate, and guide
its life, and I have no complaint to make except the general and
impersonal one against the semantically aseptic language that social,
scientists feel they must employ. But it is perhaps permissible, though
obviously unjust to Professor Vogt, who nowhere makes the claim,
to examine the suggestion I have heard from some 2,ther participants
in the five-cultures study, that a community analysis of this sort ought
to be a rich source book for a novelist. .
Certainly the raw materials are -the same for either the student of
cultures or the writer of fiction. Man may be spelled in many alpha..
bets, but he is always the proper study of mankind. A novelist from
outside, deliberately setting out to use the community of Homestead
in a book, would have to obtain his information in the same ways
13
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that the anthropologist qid, and he could probably benefit a good
deal by utilizing a little of the anthropologist's method and system.
People in all their activities, in work, play, affection, coniict, crisis,
are their mutual concern. They would draw the same conclusions
- from the unfinished town gymnasium, begUn in a flurry of unac-
customed cooperation and rapidly abandoned as the old folkways
asserted themselves. The life-plans of hopeful highschool students
who do not know how sadly they are trapped can be rel.ev.antand
even touching in either context, the stiff-legged antagonism toward,
Indians and "Mexicans" are the stuff of fictional conflict as they are
of sociological analysis.
Yet 1 do not think that- any good writer of fiction is going to sit
down with Professor Voges good book to get background for a novel
about New Mexican bean farmers. To think that anyone is going to •
is to reveal the belief th~t fiction is only dressed-up sociology or psy- .
chology, a more palataille bqt less reliable form of individual and
community portraiture, and that it can be prepared for with note-
books and tape recorders.
. If anyone is going to write fiction about Homestead it will be
someone who grew up there. Reading Modern Homesteaders might
be an immensely illuminating experience to such a person, already
steeped in the community life; it might broaden his horizons more
than any book he could lay hands on, because of the things it' can
tell him about what he already knows iIi other terms. But it is those
other, deeper, more emotionally meaningful terms that will serve
him as novelist. It will do him only good to understand his home
town more thoroughly than anyone else in it does, but he must still
remain "culture-bound" to a degree. The inherited value system
of a Homestead may seem to him perverse, obtuse, and disastrous,
but its capacity to betray' itself and its believers ought to break his
heart or make him laugh ,or set him on a furious crusade.
All this is to say that novels stem from commitment ofa kind that
no good social study can afford~ A good social scientist will make
· you understand a town, but a !ood novelist will make you remember
one. His job is presentation in the fullest sense,-and it is actually
more valuable to him to be emotionally tuned to his material than
it is to understand it fully. Emotion is the solvent that makes allt.he
diverse elements in a novel one, and makes it, therefore, like life. To
pretend, as some of the students of cult~re seem to, that a controlled
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and methodical analysis is the same thing as a passionate recreation
is the equivalent of saying that one migh~fall in love with'an anatom-
ical chart.
All this is m~nifestly unfair to Mr. Vogt's book, which makes none
of these attempts to confuse science with art. I think it isgood science,
and I think it might be useful and instructive to many people,
whether laymen, social scientists, politicians, planners, agricultural
agents, teachers, or even writers, if it is read only as what it is.
WALLACE STEGNER
FOLK RECORDINGS
THE FOLLOWING recent recordings of folk music are here grouped to-
gether insofar as possible according to the land of origin; but, owing
to the propensity of folk songs to wander from one land to another,
such groupings cannot really be hard and fast. All recordings are ten-
inch LP's unless otherwise specified. The engine'eling of all record-
ings may be assumed to be first class.by current standards unless
otherwise excepted. Perfonnances in most cases are by that ubiqui-
tous phenomenon of our time, the "folk-singer," unless it is noted
that certain recordirlgs were actually made in situ by tIthe folk" for
some enthusiast with a tape recorder. It is not meant by the foregoing
to sneer at the folk-singer, who - radio or night-dub artist though he
(more frequently she) may be - nevertheless in the majority of the
recordings listed below will be found to sing with simplicity and
taste, and without whom, in any event, we should very likely have no
recordings at all of the'wonderful music they are responsible for
bringing us.
The Life of Christ as told through Afroamerican Folksong (Negro
"spirituals"), arranged and sung by R_oland Hayes (tenor) with Regi-
nald Boardman (piano). [Vanguard VRS-462, 12-inch. Notes and
complete texts.] This cycle consists of about a dozen Negro spirituals
arranged, with connecting interludes, to depict the life of Christ from
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